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Let F,, and G, denote the Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimators of lifetime 
distributions based on two independent samples, and let Fp and GF denote their 
quantile functions. We consider the corresponding P-P plot F,(Gy) and Q-Q plot 
Fy (G,), and establish strong approximations of empirical processes based on these 
P-P and Q-Q plots by appropriate sequences of Gaussian processes. It is shown 
that the rates of approximation we obtain are the best which can be achieved 
by this method. We apply these results to obtain the limiting distributions of 
test statistics which are functionals of F,,(Gr(s)) --s, G,(Fy (s)) --s, and 
F” (Gp (8)) + G, (FE (s)) - 2s, and propose solutions to the problem of testing 
the assumption that the underlying lifetime distributions F and G are equal, in the 
case where the censoring distributions are arbitrary and unknown. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F, and G, denote Kaplan-Meier estimators of lifetime (or failure) 
distribution functions based on independent samples of sizes m and n, 
respectively. In this paper we consider statistical comparison procedures of 
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the unknown distributions F and G based on F,,, and G,. We start by some 
notation and the statement of relevant results in the literature (see, e.g., 
Csorgii [8, Chap. 81). 
Let {Xi, i> l}, {Vi, i> l}, { Ui, i> l}, and {Vi, i> 1) be independent 
sequences of i.i.d. positive random variables with distribution functions 
F(x) = P(Xj d x), G(x) = P( Yi d x), H(x) = P( Ui <x), and K(x) = P( Vi < x) 
for i k 1 and - cc < x < co. For each i 2 1, Xi (resp. Y,) denotes the 
uncensored lifetime of the ith individual of the first (resp. second) sample. 
Ui (resp. Vi) denotes the censoring time at which the ith individual of the 
first (resp. second) sample is withdrawn. Set Zi. = min(X,, Vi), Z:’ = 
min(Yi, vi), &= l(x,Gui}, and dY= li,,,f for i2 1. In the model with 
random censorship from the right, one observes ((Z:, Si), 1~ i < m} and 
{(Z,!‘, Sr), 1 <i< n}. The product-limit (PL) estimators introduced by 
Kaplan and Meier [13] are then given by 
F,(x)=l- n (l-6;,,/(m-i+l)) for -co<xdco (1.1) 
z;,, c .Y 
and 
G,(x)=l- n (l-6yi,/(n--i+l)) for -al<xdco, (1.2) 
zy, )< .Y 
where O<Z;,,< ... <Z;,, (resp.O<Z;‘,,< . . . <Z&,) are the order 
statistics of (Z:, 1 <i<mj (resp. (Z:, 1 <i<<nJ), (S;,,, 1 <i<m) 
(resp. {S;:,, I < i<n}) being the corresponding values of the 6: (resp. of the 
Sl’). 
We assume throughout that F (resp. G) is differentiable on (0, co) with 
continuous and positive derivative f (resp. g), and hence continuous on 
[0, co) with F(0) = 0 (resp. G(0) = 0). Moreover, we assume that H and K 
are continuous on (-co, co) and allow H- (co) := lim, _ o. H(x) and 
K-(a) :=lim,,, K(x) to be less than one. H-(co)=K-(oo)=O 
corresponds to the uncensored case, Ui and Vi being then infinite with 
probability one. Let Fin’(s) = inf{x B 0: F(x) as} and Gin”(s) = infix 20: 
G(x) > s) for 0 < s < 1 the quantile functions pertaining to F and G. Set 
T, = sup {x: H(x) < l} and T,= sup {x: K(x) < l}, and introduce 
h(s)= j’(1 -u)-~ (1 -H(F’““(u)))~’ du for OQs<F(T,) 
0 (1.3) 
h(s) = s for sQ0, 
and 
k(s)= j’ (1 -u)-~ (1 - K(G’“‘(u)))-‘du for Ods<G(T,), 
0 
(1.4) 
k(s) = s for sQ0. 
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Consider the empirical processes c&(x) = m”*(F, (x) - F(x)) and 
U:(X) = n1’2(G,(~) - G(x)) for -cc <x < cc, and the reduced empirical 
processes 
a:,(s) = cc:, (F’“‘(s)) = m”‘(F, (F’“‘(s)) - s) (1.5) 
and 
~~(s)=~;(G’“~(s))=~“~(G,(G’“‘(~))-s), for O<s<l. (1.6) 
Burke, Csiirgii, and Horvath [7] and Major and Rejtij [15] established 
the following strong approximations of a; and ai. Assuming that the 
original probability space is sufficiently rich, it is possible to define two 
independent standard two-parameter Wiener processes W’ and w” such 
that, for any fixed QFe (0, F(TH)) and 9, E (0, G(T,)), we have almost 
surely as m + WJ and n -+ cc 
II&-m -‘/*(l-Z) W’(h,m)ll,9”=: ~~a~-~~~~~=~(m~1~210g2m) (1.7) 
and 
[Ia::-n-‘/2(1 -I) W”(k, n)@=: IIa::-/lII~= O(n-“210g2n), (1.8) 
where I denotes the identity function, and (I cp II : := sup, G .~ G d I cp(x)l . 
In the uncensored case, where HP(oo)=K-(co)=O, we have 
h = k = I/( 1 - I), so that the processes m-l/*( 1 -I) Wt(h, m) and 
n-l/*( 1 - I) W”(k, n) in (1.7t( 1.8) are Brownian bridges. In this case, (1.7) 
and (1.8) are valid for 9,= 9, = 1, and coincide with the Kiefer process 
approximations due to Komlos, Major, and Tusnidy [14], Fm and G, 
being then the empirical distribution functions based on Xi, . . . . X, and 
Y r, . . . . Y,,. To test the null hypothesis that F= G it is tempting to use 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov-type statistics such as 
l/2 
II Fnt - G, II ;. (1.9) 
Unfortunately, even when F= G and H= K, the limiting distribution of 
DYFG;,,,, depends on the unknown values of F and H. Moreover, the plot of 
F,,, - G, has the inconvenience of having a poor visual interpretation. To 
overcome this latter drawback, one may use quantile-quantile (Q-Q) and 
probability-probability (P-P) plots, as follows. 
Denote by F~“.(s)=inf(x>O: F,(x)>s} and G”‘(s)=inf{x30: 
G,(x) > s}, for 0 d s < 1, the empirical quantile functions pertaining to F, 
and G,. The PL Q-Q plot of F against G is then defined by 
d,:,,(-~)=F,“‘(G,(x)) for OQx<cc, (1.10) 
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while the PL P-P plot of F against G is defined by 
&mmA~)=F;,W~“bN for Obs61. (1.11) 
Statistics such as in (1.10) and ( 1.11) have a great appeal since they 
converge to the identity function (on appropriate intervals) if F= G. In 
the uncensored case such Q-Q and P-P plots have received considerable 
attention in the recent literature. We refer to Fisher [ 121, Aly [ 1,2], Aly, 
C&go, and Horvath [3], and Beirlant and Deheuvels [4]. 
The aim of this paper is threefold. In Section 2, we consider approxima- 
tions of empirical processes based on P-P and Q-Q plots by Gaussian 
processes. Our theorems yield the best possible rates of approximation 
given the construction we use, and correspond to the results obtained 
in the uncensored case by Beirlant and Deheuvels [4]. In Section 3, we 
establish the asymptotic distribution of the censored version of a statistic 
due to Deheuvels and Mason [ 111, which is a two-sample version of 
Bahadur-Kiefer statistics considered by Deheuvels and Mason [lo] and 
Beirlant and Einmahl [S]. Finally, in Section 4, we present two-sample 
tests of the hypothesis that F= G. 
2. APPROXIMATIONS OF THE PL P-P AND Q-Q PLOT PROCESSES 
Throughout, we consider the case where m = n. Extensions of our results 
to unequal sample sizes can be achieved through additional arguments of 
minor interest which we omit. It is convenient to introduce the following 
notation. Let 
r:,(s) = F,,(F’“‘(s)), r;(s)= G,(G’“‘(s)) for O<s<l, (2-l ) 
r’;“(s) = F(FF”(s)), T;‘“‘(s) = G(G;‘(s)) for O<s<l. (2.2) 
Define the reduced PL P-P plot process of F against G by 
A,(s) = n”2(~ti(T~i”v(s))-s) for Obsdl, (2.3) 
and the reduced PL Q-Q plot process of F against G by 
An(~)=n”2(T~“‘(T:~(~))-s) for O<.s<l. (2.4) 
Whenever F= G, A”,(s) has a simple expression in terms of aFRn,,, namely 
~,(s)=~z~~~(F,,(G~“(s))-.YS)=~~~~(~~~~~~(S)-SS) for O<sbl. (2.5) 
Such a simple relation does not exist between the reduced PL Q-Q plot 
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process and the PL Q-Q plot AFFinn. However, we establish later on that 
A,, can be closely approximated when F= G by 
a,(s) = n”‘f(F’“‘(s))(~~‘(G~(F’“‘(s))) - F’“‘(s)) 
= n”‘f(F’“‘(s))(A,,,.~(F’“‘(s)) - F’“‘(s)) for O<s<l; (2.6) 
a, (0) = 0. 
The following process turns out to be a natural approximant of 
A”,, -A,, and --a,. Let @=min(F(TT,), G(T,)), and set 
A4 II (s) = n-‘/2(1 -s)( IV(@), n) - IV(&), n)) =: A;(S) -A;(S) 
for O<s<O. (2.7) 
The result below gives the rates of approximation of A,, -A,, and -a, 
by Mn. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that F = G. Then, for any 9 E (0, @), we have, as 
n--+co, 
n”4(lOg n) - I’* 11 A”, - M, 110” 
iA ( 
1 9 l/2 
A," 
1 
1 - H(Fi”“) + 1 - K(Fi”“) I > 
7 1, (2.8) 
0 
n1’4(log n) - “2 (1 A, + h4,, (10” 
‘(l(,:-,,)(l-~(Fi”“))~~:)1’2~ 1. (2.9) 
Moreover, iflim,lo(~log(ll~))-"2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ If(t)-f(s)!=0 
and iff is right continuous andpositive at 0, then (2.9) holds with A,, replaced 
by a,,. 
Let W be a standard Wiener process and for -co KS < 0, write 
I(s) = h(s) + k(s). 
COROLLARY 2.1. As n-+ 00 
n114(log n) - ‘I2 II Al, - M, I/ 0” 
-;r’ (/I(1 -I) W(k)((l -H(Fi”“))-1 + (1 -K(F’“‘))-‘)[I;)“*, 
n’14(log n)- 1’2 II A, + M, I( ’ ok (11(1-1) W(1)(1-~(F’“‘))~‘~)~)“*. 
Remark 2.1. In the uncensored case, H-(co)=K-(co)=O, @= 1, AL 
and A,M are Brownian bridges, and (2.8) and (2.9) hold for 9 = 1. While 
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(2.8) is then similar to Theorem 2.1 of Beirlant and Deheuvels [4], (2.9) is 
new and may be restated as 
n”4(log n)- 1’2 II A, + M, I@( II M, 11;)1’2 7 1 as n+ co. (2.10) 
Remark 2.2. Corollary 2.1 implies that the rate O,(~‘/~(log n)“*) is 
the best possible for an approximation of A”,, -A,, or -A, by M, (see Aly 
[2] for related results). 
Remark 2.3. It easily follows that (2.8) (resp. (2.9)) is valid with /ii 
(resp. d; - Ai) replaced by a: (resp. A,). 
We now prove Theorem 2.1, making use of the decomposition, with 
F=G, 
A”,(s) = n”2(rn(rpys)) - r;‘“‘(s)) + nl’2(r;in”(s) - s) 
=: a#-;‘“‘(s))+b;(s) =: u:,(Z-i’“‘(s))-a;(T;‘“‘(s))+ R,,,(s) 
=: A#-;‘““(s))-A;(T;‘“‘(s))+ i R,,,(s) 
j=l 
2 
=M,(s+n-1’2b;(s))+ c Rj,,(s) 
j=l 
3 4 
=‘M,(~-n-“*~~(s))+ 1 Rj,,(S)=: M,(S)+ C Rj,,(s), (2.11) 
j=l j= 1 
where we have used (1.5) and (2.1)-(2.7). In the following lemmas we 
evaluate (1 Rj,n 1) i for j = 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Sander [16]). We have for all 9~ (0,O) almost surely 
IIR~,,ll~=W-1’2) as n-+co. (2.12) 
LEMMA 2.2. We have for all 9 E (0, 0) almost surely 
11 R,,, 11: = O(n-“* log* n) us n-03. (2.13) 
Proof From the obvious inequality 
I( R, ” II ; < II a:, - A:, II ;:“(“) + IIu;-/pIIp”‘, 
we use Glivenko-Cantelli for PL estimators, (1.7) and (1.8) to obtain 
(2.13). 1 
Having established the easy parts of our proof, we turn to the treatment 
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of R3,n and R,,,. First, we assume without loss of generality that the 
Wiener processes IV’ and W” in (1.7) and (1.8) are defined on 
( - cc, cc) x (0, cc). Using the corresponding definition of M, as given in 
(2.7), we see that M,(s -n-“*A:(S)) as given in (2.11) is properly defined. 
LEMMA 2.3. We have for all 8 E (0,O) 
11 R3., 11; = Up(n-3’8(log n)3’4) as n+oo. (2.14) 
ProoJ Define a sequence of standard two-sided Wiener processes on r 
(- 00, t”‘(0)) by 
(1 -I) W,(l)=M,,. (2.15) 
From (2.7) and (2.11) it follows that 
II R,,, II : d n - I’* IIb:: w,(l(z+n-“*b;))JI; 
+n-1’2 II/l:: w,(z(z-n-“*A,“))~l,9 
+ /I W,(l(Z+n-“*b;))- W(1(z-n-“*A~))11,9. (2.16) 
The first two terms on the RHS of (2.16) are O,(n-‘I*) as n+ cc, SO we 
focus on the third one. By Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 in Beirlant and 
Einmahl [S], as n+ co 
11 b:: + a,” (1,” = U,(n - “4(log rp). (2.17) 
This, in conjunction with (1.8), yields as n -+ cc 
II(z+n-“*6~)-(1-,~1’~n~)ll~=O,(n-3’4(log.)1’*). (2.18) 
Note also that for any fixed 0 <E < 0 - 9, as n + co, 
P(s+n-‘/*bib [0, Q+E] ands-n-“*Az(.r)E C--E, Q+E], 
forall O<s69)-+ 1. (2.19) 
Moreover, on [0,9 + E], we have 2 < 1’ < C, for some CE (0, cc), where I 
denotes the derivative of 1. Note that r(s) = 2 for s < 0. 
We conclude by showing that, for arbitrary C’ E (0, cc), as n + cc, 
sup I W,(s)- w,(t)1 = O,(n+‘*(log n)3’4), (2.20) 
-2&<S,f<C 
/s - f ) < C’n-wag ?fp 
which follows from (2.25) in the sequel. 1 
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We now turn to R,.,,. Recall by (2.11) that 
R4Js)=M,(s-n-1’2A’:,(s))-MM,(s) for O<s<O. (2.21) 
Denote by ( IV(t), -cc < f < co > a standard Wiener process extended to 
the real line. In view of (2.21) and (2.15), the following proposition, in the 
spirit of Proposition 4 of Deheuvels and Mason [lo], gives the proper 
evaluation of I( Rb.n (1 i.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let - oo<a<c<d<b<co be fixed, and let 
{@(t),a<t<b} and {Y(t), a<t<b) befunctionssuch that 
(i) @ is positive and has a derivative cp which is continuous on [a, b]; 
(ii) Y has a derivative $ which is positive and continuous on [a, b]. 
Then, there exists an event E of probability one such that, on E, we have for 
all continuous functions q on [a, b] 
lim sup (2~ log( l/u)) - ‘I* 
vyY(t + w(t))) WY’(t)) 
UJO C<l<d @(t+uu?(t)) - Q(t) 
= II I $r I “2/@ II :. (2.22) 
Proof Assume that 0 < C, d @ and 1 cp I< C, on [a, b]. On the event of 
probability one that W is continuous, we have, as u LO, 
sup (2ulog(l/u))~“2 W(Y(t+uq(t)) ( 1 1 -- c<t<d @P(t + u?(t)) Q(t) )I 
d (C2Iw4/(2 hw4))“’ II ‘I II: II ww5: -+ 0. (2.23) 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
lim sup (2u log( l/u)))‘/2 WY(t++u?(t))- W’Y(t)) 
UlO r<r<rl Q(t) 
I $(t) rl(t)l L’2 
=2L I@(t)1 . 
(2.24) 
By changing u into lu, ,J, > 0, if (2.24) holds, then it also holds with q 
replaced by Ir]. Thus, excluding the case where 1) 1 $q 1 ‘I*/@ 1) f = 0, we may 
limit ourselves to proving that (2.24) holds almost surely for all continuous 
functions ye on [a, b] such that 1) 1 t+!q ) li2/@ IIf= 1. We now make use of the 
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following result (see, e.g., C&go and RtvCsz [9, pp. 26291). There exists 
an event E’ of probability one such that, on E’, for all - co < C < D < co, 
lim sup I W)- Wt)l =lim sup I WtkU)- Wt)l = 1 
UlO ;“;;“u vu 10iw4)“* UlO C<f<D (224 log( l/U))“’ . 
(2.25) 
In the sequel, we show that (2.24) is true on E’ for all continuous functions 
q on [a, b] satisfying 11 (I,GV )‘I’/@ II:= 1. Let rl be such a function. By 
continuity of Y > 0 and q, for any 0 < E < 1, there exists a U, > 0 such that 
for all O<U<U,, 
I(Y(i + w(t)) - Wl)) - 4(t) rl(t)l 
< EU min(i, $(t)l n(t)l) for all c < t 6 d. (2.26) 
Fix any c<y<6<d, and set C=Y(y)<D=Y(6) and M=(l+~)Il~qII~. 
We have by (2.26) for all u > 0 sufficiently small 
W’Y(t + w(t))) - W(Y(f)) sup (2U log( l/U)) -I’* 
y<t<S Q(t) 
I W(s) - Wt)l 
2% (224 log(l/u))“*’ 
Is-t/ISMu 
(2.27) 
which in turn tends to (1 + s)l’* (11 II/q )1:)1’2 I( l/Q IIf as u JO. Since there 
exists an N, 3 1 such that for all c < y < 6 < d with I y - 6 I < l/N,, we have 
By a finite covering of [c, d] with [y, S], (2.27) and (2.28) yield 
lim sup sup (2~ log( l/u))-“* VYf’(t+uv(t)))- WV’(t)) 6 1 +E 
UlO c<t<d Q’(t) 
(2.29) 
Let c< r < d be such that I e(z) ~(r)l”*/l D(r)1 = 1, and set m = $(z) V(T); 
I m l/2. There exists a subinterval [y, S] c [c, d] with y <z < 6, let 0 <E < 
such that 
I VetI v(t) -ml G: 2 and l/@(t) 2 (1 -E)/@(T) forall y<ltb. 
(2.30) 
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Thus, combining (2.26) and (2.30), we obtain that for all u > 0 sufficiently 
small, 
sup (2U log( l/u))-“2 
W’Y(f + url(t))) - W’V(t)) 
c<t<d @(f) 
> sup (224 log( l/u)) ~ l’* wyY(r + v(t))) - WY(f)) 
p<1<d Q(t) 
l--E 
a B(t) -4 2 D 
I W(t + mu) - W(t) 
vu log( l/u))“’ 
I Ws) - Wt)l 
- cyE;%fu+e (22.4 log(l/U))*‘* ’ > s . 
(2.31) 
which, by (2.25), tends to 
(1 _ E) I (l/(z) ?wl”* 
@(z) 
--&)=(I-c)(l-s) asu10. (2.32) 
We conclude from (2.31) and (2.32) that 
lim inf sup (2~ log( l/u)) ~ ‘I2 WWf + u?(t))) - W‘v(f)) 
UlO c<t<d Q(f) 
(2.33) 
Since E < min( 1, 1 m j/2) in (2.29) and (2.33) is arbitrary, we have (2.24) as 
sought. 1 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. By choosing @ = l/( 1 -I) 
and Y= I= h + k, we see from (1.3) and (1.4) that @ and Y satisfy the 
assumptions of Proposition 2.1 for - 1 < a < c = 0 < d = 9 < b < 0. Con- 
sider two independent standard Wiener processes IV’ and w” extended to 
( - co, co), and define a third Wiener process W through 
M:=(l-I) W(f)=(I-f)(W’(h)+ W”(k))=:A’+A”. (2.34) 
It is obvious from (2.7) and (2.34) that, for every n 2 1, 
{kf,, A’i;, /1;} =d {hf, /if, A”}. (2.35) 
Since (2.22), when applied for q = -,4”, implies that almost surely 
~~(2ulog(l/u))~“~~~M(z-u/i”)-M~l~/llIi’n”I”2(1-z)~l~=1, 
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it follows from (2.21) and (2.35) that as n 4 co, 
n”4(logn)-“2 IIR,,l/,9/(1 IlIA::I”‘(l -1)11,37 1. 
Recall, by (1.3) and (1.4), that 
(2.36) 
/I==h’+k’=(l-I)-‘((l-H(F’““)))‘+(l-K(F’”’)))’). (2.37) 
Thus, by (2.11), (2.36) (2.37) and Lemmas2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we obtain 
(2.8). For the second statement of Theorem 2.1 we use the following 
decomposition, in the spirit of (2.11): 
A,(s)=n”2(ryyr:(s))-r;(s))+n”2(r,”(s)-s) 
=:b:,(l-::(s))+a:,(s)=: -a:,(~~‘“‘(r::(S)))+u~(S)+R;.,(S) 
=: -A:,cYr::(s))) +/f;(s) + i R;.,(s) 
j= I 
=: -/i:,(S--n”2~,(S))+/1::(S)+ i RJ,,,(s) 
j= 1 
=: -M,(s)+ i R;,“(s). (2.38) 
,=I 
As in (2.11)-(2.37) we evaluate [I Rj,” 11: for j= 1, 2, 3, 4. First, we apply 
Lemma 2.1 with the replacements of a,” and bi by a; and b;, so that for all 
f?E (0, Q), 
IIbl,+a:,(T~“‘)II~=O(n-“2) as. as n + cc. (2.39) 
By Glivenko-Cantelli for PL estimators, (2.38) and (2.39), for any 
QE (0, Q), 
11 R;,, I( 0” = O(n ~ I’*) as. as n + co. (2.40) 
Next, by (1.7) and (1.8) for any QE (0, O), 
I( R;,, II 0” = O(n ~ “’ log* n) a.s. as n + co. (2.41) 
For R;,, more work is needed. We first obtain a rough bound, for 
T~“‘(T::(s))-s+n~“2M,,(S)=n-“2(A,(s)+M,(s)). (2.42) 
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Note that 
A,(s) + M,(s) = bL(C(s)) + a’:,(s) + M,(s) 
=: -/i:,(T::(s))+n::(S)+M,(S)+ T,.,(s) 
=: T,.,(s) + T*.,(s). (2.43) 
Similar to (2.18), and using (1.8), we have as n + CC 
11 T1., Iii= Op(n-“4(log n)l’2). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that as n -+ co 
11 Tz,$= Op(n-“4(logn)1’2). 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
Thus the LHS of (2.42) is 0,(n~3’4(logn)1/2) as n + co, uniformly in 
OdS,<9. 
Proceeding again as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we see that, as n -+ co, 
)I R;,, )I; = O&d8(log t~)~‘~). (2.46) 
Finally, we have, with A’ and M as in (2.34) 
Rb,.(s)=A:,(s)-A:,(s-n -“2A4,(S))=dA’(S)-A’(S-fl--‘2M(s)). 
(2.47) 
By Proposition 2.1 with Y = h, 0 = l/( 1 - I), and q = -M, we have almost 
surely 
n”4(logn))“2 I)/1’-n’(l-n~“*M)lIO9/(1 (h’M(“* (1 -1,11,9-t 1 
as n+a3. (2.48) 
Recalling that h’=(l -Z)-2 (1 -H(F’““))-‘, by (2.47) and (2.48), we 
obtain 
nli4(log n)-“2 I( R;., 0 II”/()lM /(l-H(F’“‘))II”)“?A n 0 P 1 as n-+cc. 
(2.49) 
By combining (2.38) with (2.40), (2.41), (2.46), and (2.49), we readily 
obtain (2.9). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 it suffices to prove that 
n”4(logn))1’2 IlA,-AJ~~O as n-co. (2.50) 
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This can be shown along the lines of the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 in 
Beirlant and Einmahl [S]; the mean ingredient of the proof is the mean 
value theorem. The straightforward details are left to the reader. 
3. A TWO-SAMPLE BAHADUR-KIEFER TYPE TEST OF FIT FOR P-P PLOTS 
In this section, we consider the statistic defined by 
6f=r1”~ IIF,(G”‘)+G,(F”‘)-2111~ for 0<9<0. (3.1) 
Whenever F=G, by (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1), we have 
8,9=n’/* IIr:,(r~‘““)+T~(T~“‘)-2rll,“. (3.2) 
Recall, by (2.3), that J,(S) = n1’2(T~(r~inv(s)) - s) for 0 <S < 1. Define 
likewise A”,*(S) = n112 (r;(Tp(s)) -3) for 0 <s < 1. By Theorem 2.1, 
II 2, - &I, 1) i = OP(n-1’4(log n)‘12) as n + 00. Likewise, by reversing the 
first and second sample, 11 J,* + M, 11,” = OP(n-1’4(log n)“‘) as n -+ co. 
Bearing in mind that (3.2) may be rewritten as 8: = 11 A”, + J,* II:, it follows 
that, under the null hypothesis that F= G, 
6: = OP(n-1’4(log n)“‘) 7 0 as n-,03. (3.3) 
By (3.3), we see that n1’4(log n)) ‘I2 6’ = O,( 1) when F= G, whereas the 
same expression in general tends to i&nity with a rate of n3’4 (log n)-1’2 
when Ff G. This motivates the study of the limiting behavior of 
n1j4(log n) - l/* 6’ when F= G. This problem has been solved in the uncen- 
sored case by D”eheuvels and Mason [ 111. The following theorem extends 
their results to censored models. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that F = G. Then, for any 9 E (0, O), we have, as 
n+co, 
1 1 -K(FinV) 
(3.4) 
COROLLARY 3.1. As n-+ co, 
SiY lwn i( IK Fn(f""')-G~(Fi"") lmH~Finv)+l-K~Fi"Y) 7 1. 
(3.5) 
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In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 3.1. Throughout the 
sequel, we assume that F= G, so that (3.2) holds. We make use of the 
decomposition 
R,(s):= n”*(z-“(r~‘“‘(s)) + r;(zp’(s)) - 2s) =.x,(s) + A,* (s) 
=:M,(s-n-“*A~(S))-A4”(s-n-“*A:,(S))+R::(S). (3.6) 
LEMMA 3.1. We have for all 9 E (0, 0) 
11 R; I(; = OP(n-3’8(log H)~‘~) as n-co. (3.7) 
Proof. By (2.11) and Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we have, as n -+ 00, 
I(M,(Z-n-“‘n”)-A”,II~ 
G II RI., II: + II &,, II t + II R3,, II: = Op(n-3iE(log n)3’4). (3.8) 
We repeat the same argument by interchanging the two samples; i.e., 
by changing AL (resp. Al) into Ai (resp. AL), M,=AL-Ai into 
-M,, =A’k-,4:, and 2, into A”,* in (3.8). Combining both versions of 
(3.8) yields (3.7). 1 
By (2.35) we have 
M,(Z-n-“*/in)-M,(Z-n-“*n~) 
cd &f(Z- n-1/2/l”) - &f(I- n-‘l’,fl’). (3.9) 
Thus, by (3.6)-(3.9), (2.34), and (2.35), the proof of (3.4) boils down to 
showing that 
(224 log( l/u))-“2 /I M(Z- u/l’) - M(Z- 24A”)IJ; 
i(li(nn$ l l )~~:)“*+ (UlO). 
1 - H(Fi”‘) + 1 - K(Fi”“) 
(3.10) 
This follows from the following refinement of Proposition 2.1 (see, e.g., 
Proposition 2.1 in Deheuvels and Mason [ 111). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, there exists 
an event E” of probability one such that, on E”, we have for all pairs q’ and 
11” of continuous functions on [a, b] 
lim sup (2~ log(l/u))-1’2 W(Vt + v’(t))) wyY(t + d’(t))) UlO c<t<d Q(t + uq,(t)) - @(t + q”(t)) 
= II I et?’ - rl”)l 1’2/@ II:‘. (3.11) 
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ProojI The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 2.1. Therefore, 
we omit details. n 
BY Proposition 3.1 d_wSlth a “;;,A;, ,iI’;; -A”, !P=l=h+k, 
@= l/(1 -I), c=o, chosen such that 
- 1~ a < 0 < 9 < b < 0, retailing, by (2.34), that M = (1 - I) W(I), we 
obtain (3.10) and (3.4) from (3.11). 
Remark 3.1. By a simple modification of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we 
obtain that, whenever {p(t), 0 < t < O} is continuous and positive on 
[0, $1, we have, for F= G, 
n3’4(logn)-“2 ~I(F~(G”‘)+G,(F~:‘)-2Z)p(I~ 
-;;’ (Ilp*(l -I) W(Z)((l -H(Fi”“))-I 
+ (1 -K(F’“‘))-‘)#)“* as n-too. (3.12) 
4. STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS 
We now return to the problem of testing the null hypothesis that F= G 
given { (Zi, 6:), 1 < i < n} and { (Zy, Sl’), 1 < i < H}. We assume that F= G, 
H, and K are unknown. By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, and Remark 3.1, we are 
led to the statistics 
%(P> W= IIV’n(@“)-Odl& &‘,.(P, JJ)= II(G,V’Y-4 PI/:, 
and 
(4.1) 
S,,,(P, a)= IIF’,(G~:‘)+ GM:‘)-21) p/l;, (4.2) 
where {p(t), 0 d t -=z O} is a suitable function. 
The question to be answered is to find the appropriate critical values 
at level c1 E (0, 1). Following the usual large sample approximations, we 
may use approximate critical values by rejecting the assumption that 
F= G whenever S;,,(p, 9) > cb(cl, 9) n-l/*, A’;,,@, 9) > c; (CI, 9) K’/*, or 
S*,n(P, 9)3c,(a, 9) n-3’4(log nP2, respectively, where CL (tl, 9) = c: (a, 9) 





1 -,(,i”“)+ 1 -K(f’i”Y) 
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The problem is not solved yet, since the expressions in (4.3) and (4.4) 
depend upon the unknown values of 1, H, K, and F. To overcome this 
difficulty, we introduce estimators of the unknown factors in (4.3) and (4.4) 
by setting for -cc <s < cc 
(4.5) 
and for Obs<p ~:=min(max(F,,(Z:): idi~<,61=1j,max(G,(Z:‘): 
1 <i<n, Sl’= 1)) 
(4.6 1 
h, and k, are strongly uniformly consistent estimators of h and k, respec- 
tively, on any interval [0, $1, 0 < 9 < 0 (see e.g. Lemma 6.2 in Burke, 
Csorgii, and Horvath [63), By all this, our first choice of p (=p, now) 
appropriate to (4.3) is given by 
p,(s)=(1-s)-‘(1,(9))-“2, where I, := h, + k,, for Obs<p,. 
(4.7) 
It is now straightforward from the preceding arguments that (for F= G) 
Iim P(n’12S;,,(p,, 9) > c) 
n-cc 
= jirn= P(n1’2S;.n(~n, 9) > c) = P( 11 WljA > c) 
= 1 --! f gexp( -“2(2~f “‘) for c>O 
nj=o 
(4.8) 
(see, e.g., (1.5.2) in Csorgii and Rev&z [9]). Thus, by (4.8), we may choose 
CL, (a, 9) = c~.(u, 9) to be equal to the value of c which renders the right 
hand side of (4.8) equal to E. We so obtain a first solution to our two- 
sample testing problem. 
68314312-4 
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A similar argument can be used for S,,,. The appropriate choice of p is 
here given by 






where H, and K,, denote strongly uniformly consistent estimators of H and 
K. Since J:, and Ji are strongly consistent estimators of 1 - (1 - F)( 1 - H) 
and of 1 - (1 - F)( 1 - K), respectively, one may set 
1 -H,(s)= Cl- J;(s))/(~ -F,(s)), 
l-K,(s)=(l-J,(s))/(l-G,(s)). 
(4.10) 
In view of (4.9) and (4.10), we may simplify our choice of p by the observa- 





p,(s)= (1 -s)-1 (1,(S))-“4 
1 -J,‘(F”‘(s))+ 1 -x(G”v(s)) ’ (4’11) 
Now we obtain reasily that (for F= G) 
lim P(n314(log n)-‘/* S2,,(pn, 9) > c) 
n-03 
=P(ll wIl+c2) 
= l-zjOgexp ( -‘2(2$ ‘)‘) for c>O. (4.12) 
Finally, we choose c,,(cI, 9) equal to the value of c which renders the RHS 
of (4.12) equal to 01. 
Other choices of p may be used likewise. Also, similar applications can 
be presented for the Q-Q plots. We will not present such results here for 
the sake of brevity. 
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